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To Scott

Library staff and community came together to compile a history of
the library through research and remembrances . . . books, maps, city
directories, transcripts of oral histories, and numerous other special collections.
The Library is open every Thursday from 2 - 5 PM and on the first
Wednesday night of the month from 7 - 8:45 PM. Call ahead to confirm, especially if the weather is bad.
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Introduction

I call the pieces “parables” not because of some ancient moral lesson
each one possesses, but rather in honor of Tales of Wisdom: 100
Modern Parables (edited by Howard Schwartz, 1995). I found a
hardcover edition of this anthology in a lower Manhattan used
bookstore in 1998 when I was twenty-two years old. It was my first
solo trip to New York where my brother had a summer internship
in SoHo. I’d just met him for lunch and was strolling down West
Broadway when I wandered into a small, dark bookstore. I cannot
overstate the importance of the good fortune that allowed me to
encounter these short prose pieces. Schwartz called them parables,
and indeed they did possess a loose parabolic quality to them, but
in retrospect, they more possessed a beautifully fantastical, enigmatic, and slightly amoral quality that freed me from the restricting
realistic prose realm to which I’d been previously confined. That
was more than twenty years ago and those pieces by Borges, Kafka,
Merwin, Yourcenar, Cortazar, and Arreola still thrill me. Antique
Densities is my quixotic effort to enter into dialogue with my elders
of influence.
—J.N.
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And in the veiled light, with an antique density of books behind him …
—The Transit of Venus, Shirley Hazzard

Imagination and fantasy must be used with caution, like any corrosive
substance.
—Georg Christoph Lichtenberg

Books

Yr Bookshelves

It is true that they are very attractive.
I’ll keep watch on them for you. You have that new baby and you
won’t have time for them. That baby is very cute; she’s not too
much of an asshole. The skin around her knees is so soft wrinkle
saggy, and the way she coos, oh yes, no time.
I’ve noticed the sun-faded spines of some of yr books, especially the
orange and red lettered ones, and I believe I am needed to guard
them, throw myself between the sun and the spines to form shade,
re-letter, follow all of them with my eyes. My fingers ask me, do
you even want to read any of these books? A resounding No. When
I try to select a single book to read, my mind shuts down, doesn’t
allow such vicious parsing to give pause to joy. Occasionally I
may pull a spine from the line but never to peruse, only to glance,
feel its heft and put it back. What is that I hear? Is it a baby’s cry?
Nevermind, nevermind, I will stay here with the books. Surely
someone, no doubt somewhere, will hear its call and, unable to
resist, attend to the screaming mouth. But that person shall not be
me, no, for soon the sun will come up and once again attempt to
weather and fade the spines of yr delicious books, and we can’t have
that, no, we simply can’t have that, can we?
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The Uses of a Library

She removed fourteen books, nailed them together to make a stepladder for the kitchen.
Most of the chairs had been used for fires, but one armchair was left
because it had been soaked by rain. She removed the seat cushion
of the chair and replaced it with soil that yielded long, thin stalks of
grass.
Other books missing more than one-hundred-page passages she used
as journals, writing across margins and around illustration plates.
Waterlogged books weighed double and couldn’t close flat, warped
in waves, only good for the periodic burnings.
Some books, when she felt like it, she snapped hard shut to create a
buckle of noise that cracked throughout the house, erasing bird calls
and other previous sounds, and creating echoes whose souls excited
the hollow places of the house. Other, private books. With a series
of encyclopedias, she built a considerably dark well within a sticky
patch of night that effectively defined its air, but never drew water,
for water was cursed here and had already caused so much destruction.
Water damaged and exiled, she read of ghosts at night, reading beneath a single hanging bulb that sprayed its undiscerning light in a
copper-tinted sprawl that at other stages of her life would have hurt
her eyes with its tiny spikes, but now was the only possible light
except for the moon that broke into silver fish and created a soft
noise in the trees, bouncing off the leaves, enough by which to read.
And so she turned off the light.
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The Clock Room

There is a room off the main room that is the clock room. Inside,
a grandfather clock where we make love, wedged behind the huge
hanging pendulum.
Long, with whom I make love, is a bookmaker. My bookmaker
went into the business to save words, but ended up with me. Bound
in red thread, I await the tolling of the hour when Long will come.
The vibrations make this especially pleasing.
Long most loves the book bound with the threads we use in our
lovemaking. The cover is made from our discarded clothing. The
book is called The Clock Room and was written by my grandfather.
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A Book

Oblivion recorded, she made her way back. The road: pocked. Her
eyes: vacant. En route, she bought, from a boy in rags, a box. In it,
she put all she’d seen, her dust, her dreams, jealousies of all kinds,
gone ambitions and the small bits of hope she had left.
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Parable of the Makers

You aren’t the mightiest, only the most elegant.
—Michelle Auerbach
On his desk, its old manual bulk lay unfashioned, a hearse ornamented with ribbon and gesture. He went to it, lay down bare,
and watched his life float by. An errant moth in his palm, small,
tattered, the color of unrelenting dust. This is what he wrote, the
moment he learned to touch.
-----------Lineage of a Warrior
In a room with a glass ceiling patterned with rose petals, he cut off his
slender fingers with an axe. There was an elevator in the house. Everyone had failed or was failing, going up and down. His was a leap like
the end of solitude.
At the table in the room, he studied all the methods of disappearance.
Three thousand years ago, the Angel of Death passed over the home. Following tradition, he released that part of himself by candle and burnt
blade. The idea of death as an angel, a warrior, workmanlike with a
thin sword and a leather sheath, shirtsleeves rolled, forearms rippling
tendons and muscle. He would remember the moment he made new
limits, cut new time. His wrists ticking like a clock. The sweet blackness, the cold stars getting rid of the smell.
-----------“It made me feel like I
was nothing,” he said.
And he touched the void,
starleak in a dark sky.
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Me & Borges

This morning I’m thinking of Borges. Last night we saw “Holy Motors.” The whole movie, all two hours of it, was better executed by
Borges and his page-long prose piece, “Everything and Nothing,”
about Shakespeare’s genius, but ultimately his emptiness in living
solely through his characters. Borges’s piece is genius in compression, half essay, half fiction. His entire oeuvre built on short forms,
or at least the ones I most love. He never wrote a novel, or any long
pieces. Substantial short stories, but even the ones I most admire
(“Everything and Nothing” and “Borges and I”) are even shorter
than that. And essays and book reviews and poems. He was a Classics man, which I am not, but he was also a minimalist, an elegant
compressionist who belongs in the city center, walking in the cool
spring sun on an abandoned boulevard on a Sunday morning. He’s
walking up a tree-lined sidewalk, headed for the library, the place
where all good things come from, and eventually come to rest. Its
cool shade permeates a delicious stale air. I am walking with him,
together, we talk a little. We walk by the shut shops, their metal
grates pulled down, all of them, to create a long run of sheet metal
skin. Someone sweeps the sidewalk. A corner store is putting out
its day’s selection of flowers, more today than usual, as it’s Sunday
and soon many will walk by in a generous mood returning from
church. Borges and I say so little to each other. He’s an old man,
shuffling steadily. I keep his pace, watching for places he might
stumble. I take his elbow through crosswalks. White flaps of trash
flutter before us. I used to want Borges to talk to me more, to tell
me important things, some bits of that huge pool of knowledge he’s
acquired. But his intelligence isn’t like that. He doesn’t speak of it.
I used to even want to provoke Borges, offend him with talk of sex
and swearing. I knew he didn’t approve. But I finally gave that up
for these moments, these walks on clear Sundays where we don’t
speak. If the day’s fine enough, Borges will sit on a bench outside
the café in the sun, and I will run inside to buy us cappuccinos and
the croissants we both love so much, the flaky butter and caffeine
feeding our souls more than anything, more than this beautiful
air. We continue on, the Library, our destination, now in sight.
We cross the courtyard at a diagonal, scattering pigeons from their
20

strutting. Borges pauses to watch them flutter up in the air like
pots of clay. We climb the wide cements steps to the high doors. I
open one for Borges, who nods and enters the Library. The air is
so . . . so much like I remember it. Borges moves to his pedestal,
equipped with a reading lamp, a chair and the selection of books
he’d asked for. Soon the people will file through to smile and quietly gawk at him. He won’t acknowledge them, only continue his
reading. What will I do today, where will I go, now that I’ve found
myself in the Library? I will go out for a while, then return for a
few hours, go out again to meet some people, and then I’ll return
again, and again. Wherever I go, I always come back. I’m so happy
to come back.
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Practical Criticism

In his famous experiment “Practical Criticism,” the Cambridge
critic I.A. Richards gave his undergraduates a set of poems, withholding from them the titles and authors’ names, and asked them
to evaluate the poems. His students worked silently, methodically
as for an exam, but also with a noticeable excitement that displayed
the barely controlled glee of passing judgment on those who had,
in their minds, so frequently passed judgment upon them. Richards
included in the pile of poems a sonnet by Shakespeare, which he
knew would receive low marks for archaism; Coleridge’s “Khubla
Khan”; a small Dickinson; Creeley; Djuna Barnes; Jean Toomer;
Richard Brautigan; Mei-Mei Bersenbrugge; Anne Waldman; and
a poem about elephants that walk with thunder his seven-year-old
daughter had written for a library poetry contest.
He watched the clock for some time. Students’ heads bowed. The
ladder in his throat rose and fell. He wandered in a fog, a body, a
distant spine, the rapids widening around his ankles, binding him
within a watery book. What held him? His coffee? His croissant
with newspaper and radio? Who judged him? The chambers of his
ears hollowed with the ocean. He thought of how each reading of
a text is a re-writing of it, and how tired he felt, how there were
gaps in his body that couldn’t be filled by theory. He began to cross
a bridge, speckled iron carapace, traffic and pedestrians passing in
and out of its orifices through its lower levels of digestion. Then
suddenly and inexplicably he was in the vicar’s parlor of his childhood, the stale air tinged with presumed goodness and knowledge,
darkly lit, curtains, and a single mirror set between two small lamps
above a bureau. He was never tall enough to see into that mirror
and he knew he never would be. Soon enough the students would
stop writing, and he would have to raise his head towards his reflection, and listen.
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The Third Largest1

The commencement ceremony would soon take place. We ascended
the wide palaced stairs that lead to the gates of the library. Lights
were on inside but when we approached the front doors the gates
were locked. It was an early time of night whose scientific name
we’d struggled to bring to mind – not ‘twilight,’ not ‘gloaming’ . . .
Lampposts began to glow along the green as the day’s ceremonies
darkened around us. We walked around the side and gazed into a
cross-section of the building, down low-lit aisles of books—Chemistry, Physics and Biology most easily recognizable. We reached the
rear of the building. Beyond a brick wall that enclosed the library,
the green and the university, the traffic almost seemed peaceful. We
realized we would never see the inside of the library. Whatever was
to begin would begin without us. Of course this was disturbing, as
if we were stubbornly holding to our failures, but what could we
do? This was not our library. We walked through a hole in the brick
wall out onto the street. A bus passed us. Our beginnings were
everywhere.

1

Behind only the New York Public and the Library of Congress.
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The Downed Book

There it is, on the floor of the newly renovated library. Does anyone
see it?
Everything else in the renovated library is new, high-ceilinged,
bright and clean, everything in order except for the book splayed
out face down in front of recent acquisitions. It seems, amidst the
breathlessness and sparkle, that no one has noticed the casualty.
The downed book makes little whimpering sounds like a dog left
too long in front of a café who can see its owner laughing and
drinking latte after latte, writing email after email.
But no one hears the downed book.
The library has been weeded. It now has lots of spaces for people to
connect and plug in. The downed book dreams of the old library,
comfortable and musty, movable stacks packed with books and
periodicals. In the old library, the downed book thinks, if a book
fell to the floor, somebody would be right on it to pick me up. Now
if the wireless signal frits for a bit, somebody calls 911.
From its sprawled out vantage point, the downed book can see the
names of donors, but that’s about it. It’s a running joke among the
remaining books in the library that you’ll never have to wonder
who donated that wall, stair or toilet because somebody’s name is
written on it. One books says, the library has more names on it
than books in it. The other books laugh uncomfortably. What can
you do but laugh? The other books on the shelves send psychic SOS
waves out through the bibliosphere to rescue the downed book, but
no one responds.
A student, cheeky and slouchy and ball-capped, kicks the downed
book as he walks by it. Laughs in the way of someone who has
spent too much time in front of a screen. Kicks the downed book
like a hockey puck. It skitters across the floor. The clear plastic
cover scrunches in a bad wrinkle, and the poor pages crumple and
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strain against the glue. A rip? It’s hard to tell.
A breathless moment. All the books on the shelves lean forward in
horror. A girl kicks the book back. Laughs again. Villainy. We can’t
let this happen. We must fight back. We need to change. We need a
new ending.
The remaining books on the shelves rally together to form a new
consciousness, endowed by divine gifts from the Grand Mother
Dean of Libraries, who embodies their spines with the new-found
power of flight.
The battle cry: “Swarm!” The books alight from their shelves and
take to the wing, flapping covers in a massive aerial bookish maneuver. What is the name for a group of books in vengeful flight? A
flock? A murder? No, a siege of books, that’s it, soaring and cracking spines. They swarm the disrespecters who shriek and cower,
arms up to heads and run. The siege of books helps up the downed
book, who then takes flight with them. They fly through
the new glass and wood atrium and out into the blue sky, bestsellers of the air. The librarians watch the siege of books go like
zookeepers secretly proud that the wild animals have escaped.
When the cacophony of pages vanishes, a quiet descends on the
new library. Everyone feels relief. There’s so much more space now
that the books are finally gone. Heads down, screens abuzz.
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The Rare Book Publisher Gives a Talk

On the second floor of the library, special collections hosted a talk
by the rare book publisher about the future of book publishing,
which was actually a talk about the past. He held up a book from
1508 and told us, don’t lay it down flat, just cradle it gently in your
hand and turn the pages.
As he turned the pages, I noticed his hands shaking, slightly and
barely noticeable at first, and then it was the only thing I could see.
His hands, not out of nervousness but because of some essential
tremor, fluttered with the pages, paper and skin flapping together
to show us the twinned movements of language and fragility turning into each other. The sight sent us towards a center, brought
our attentions to a focal point, but I couldn’t tell what was at the
heart beating beneath the wings. Was it knowledge or was it pain I
glimpsed at that moment, revealed and given life when set in motion like a cartoon strip of a deep and ancient secret? Knowledge or
pain, which one?
I could hear the wind in the trees outside the library. I think it was
pain, the deepest.
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